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Above Hankow the volume of water dimin- the mildews, the rusts, and smuts that attack
ishes greatly, but by ·changing to a river grains and· mushrooms and toadstools, all
steamer one may go 500 miles farther inland, belong to th.e same group, the Fungi. You
through a lake-studded country flanked with can r ead further _a bout these interesting
rich agricultural lands on either side. In cousins of the yeast plant in the articles on
flood time the lakes on the course of the Yangtze Fungi and Mushrooms.
take much of its surplus water.
Various processes are used
YEAST CELLS MAGNIFIED
in the manufacture of yeast,
Above Ichang steam navibut all are based on the same
gation ceases, for here are the
famous Yangtze gorges and
principles. The tiny yeast
cells must be provided with
rapids, which continu~ throughproper nourishment and plenty
out most of the great bow-like
trend to the south. This is
of air~ under carefully controlled temperature.
by far the most beautiful part
of the river, if we except its
YEW. Before firearms had
upper course in Tibet. In its
taken the place of bows and
lower course the river is not
arrows, the strong and elastic .
so rapid, and carries in suswood of the yew tree was in
great demand in England for
pension a vast amount of silt,
which it deposits in the
the making of bows. Probably
. Yellow Sea at an estimated
this is one of the reasons why
rate of about 6,000,000,000
yews are found in ~o many
cubic feet a year.
English churchyards.
They
YEAST. This mysterious subwere planted to ensure a good
stance consists of a mass of
supply of bow-staves as well
microscopic plants belonging
as to protect the churches from
to the fungus family and akin
high winds with their sturdy
to bacteria. Each plant is a
growth. It also became cussingle, simple cell, which protomary
to
clip
yew
trees
into
These celb are magnified I,ooo times.
duces new cells by budding. You can understand how small the cells smoeth oompact cones or
Usually the cells thus produced really are when you learn that a single pyramids, or into complicated
cake of yeast, such as you buy for a few
cling together in short chains. pence, contains millions of such cells. geometrical shapes, and even
Of the various kinds of yeastinto grotesque figures bearing
plants, those used by bakers and brewers are a resemblance to beasts and birds.
the best known.
The yew is a very slow-growing and very
The usefulness of these tiny yeast plants long-lived tree. Some of the oldest specimens
consists in their ability to produce fermenta- in England are about 30 feet in circumference
tion in starch and sugar solutions. The chief and estimated to be over 2,000 years old.
products of this ferYew wood is highly
WATCHING
THE
YEAST
PLANTS
MULTIPLY
mentation are alcohol
valued for cabinetand carbon-dioxide gas.
making, being closeThe alcohol - making
grained, of a reddish
properties are emcolour, and capable of
ployed in brewing and
taking a smooth and
the manufacture of
beautiful polish.
wines, and the gasY ~ws belong to the
making properties in
genus Taxu.s of the
making bread. The
family Ooniferce. They
carbon dioxide forms
are evergreen and
bubbles and makes
usually low - growing,
the bread light by
and are widely disfilling it with little
tributed throughout
round holes.
While Yeast plants multiply by budding or "gemmation , you can the Northern Hemiscience has still much see some of the tiny buds forming in this highly magnified sphere. The common
picture.
As
the
cells
bud
and
grow,
they
often
form
long
to learn about the
yew of Europe (Taxus
chains, which later break up.
action of yeast, it is
baccata) grows wild in
believed that the chemical changes tp.at it Great Britain, and is rarely more than 40 feet
produces are due to a substance called zymase in height. The tree is densely clothed with
in the yeast plants. (See Fermentation.)
dark green foliage. It is especially beautiful
The blue mould which grows on old bread, in autumn, when loaded with scarlet fruits .
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For an11 .subject not found in it.s alphabetical place .see inlormatiota
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